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1. Introduction 

As the very neutron-deficient platinum isotopes lie at the edge of the 

region of well-deformed nuclei, they may be susceptible to shape effects 

(shape changes or shape co-existence) induced by specific particle 

configurations or rotation. The anomalous spacing W of the ground-state 

rotational bands in -^Ptgiand 7gPtioo has been interpreted W) as the 

manifestation of shape co-existence at low spins, analogous to that known 

in the neutron-deficient mercury isotopes 3.4,5). We present here the first 
177 in-beam study of the intervening odd isotope 7gPt99. Our results can be 

correlated with the cnly previous information, that obtained firom a study 6> 

of the ot-decay of 1 8 1 Hg which also lies between two mercury isotopes, 1 8 0 Hg 

and 1 8 2 Hg, in which shape co-existence is established 7«*) 

With the new information on intrinsic states and associated 

rotational bands in 1 7 7 Pt, the shape-staggering conjectured by Hagberg et al 

6), based on the limited information on apparent moments-of-inertia 

available at that time, can be addressed. 

Together with recent results on l 7 5 0 s 9 \ the 1 7 7 P t scheme completes 

the N«99 sequence firom Z«68 to Z*78, allowing an examination of the 1-

quasipartide state systematica. Alignment of the iia/2 neutrons and the 

effect of strong interactions are discussed with reference to systematic and 

Cranked Shell Model (CSM) calculations. 

2, Experimental Method 

As previously demonstrated in studies of 1 7 6 P t and 1 7 8 Pt, competition 

from proton evaporation in heavy-ion fusion, particle evaporation reactions 

becomes severe near N»99 in the platinum nuclei l \ On the basis of 

statistical model calculations, a target and projectile combination which 

exploits the proton evaporation (the procedure used to study 1 7 6 Pt) is 1 4 1 Pr 

(*°Ca, p3n) WPt. An alternative reaction is 14»8m(MS,4n)l77pt. The 

calculated ratio of the yield of 1 7 7 Pt to 1 7 7 Ir (the main contaminant obtained 
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by emission of an additional proton) was 3:1 in the former reaction 

compared to -2 in the latter. Partly because of limited available beam 

intensities, but mainly because Pr metal was more susceptible to partial 

oxidation (leading to significant contamination from reactions induced on 

MQ in the target), the ̂ S bombardment of mSm was used. Detail* are 

given in Table 1. To minimise subsequent oxidation of the target, a rolled 

2.5 mg cm - 2 foil (enriched to 96.6% in 1 4 9 Sm), about 3 ug cm"2 of carbon 

was evaporated on the front face. About 5 mg cm"2 of lead waa evaporated 

on the rear face to stop the recoiling nuclei. 

The measured yield of 1 7 7 P t to 1 7 7 Ix, for which a level scheme waa 

also constructed (to be published separately), waa - 1.5:1 comparable with 

the predicted cross-section ratio. 

The beam energy waa chosen by balancing the yield of 1 7 6 P t and 1 7 8 P t 

formed in the competing 3n and 5n evaporation channels. Gamma-gamma 

coincidences were measured using two Compton-suppressed Ge detectors 

and a small volume Ge detector to enhance the observation of low energy 

Y-rays. Gamma-ray energies and time differences in the ±0.5ua time range 

were recorded for ail combinations of the three detectors. Activity spectra 

were measured using short (~2min) and long (~lhr) collection periods to 

confirm the main decay products, particularly the A»177 decay chain. 

Gamma-ray amsotropies were measured in the experimental 

arrangement used previously 1 0 ) , with four fixed Ge detectors in the 0°- 90° 

quadrant, in coinddence (to reduce low-multiplicity contaminants) with an 

array of Nal (T£) detectors placed upstream from the target in a halo 

around the beam axis. 

Assignment of transitions to 1 7 7 P t was based initially on coincidences 

with characteristic platinum X-rays (for forays not already known in W*Pt 

and "8pt). 
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3L ReanhsanriLevelScheme 

Hie level scheme constructed for 1 7 7 P t is shown in figure 1. 

Characteristics of the assigned transitions are given in table 2. Platinum 

X-rays and several of the assigned low-energy transitions are evident in the 

combined coincidence spectra, observed in the small Ge detector, as shown 

in figure 2. Only one intense delayed transition was observed, at 94.8 keV. 

Since no transitions were delayed with respect to it, and it was not 

apparently associated with bands other than the assigned 7/2* [633] (mixed 

iia/2) band, it is assumed to feed the ground state. Preceding (in time) 

coincidences with a gate on the 94.8 keV line shows a band with 

perturbations consistent with the expected 113/2 band. 

The time curve obtained with gates on the main transitions in this 

band (observed in the CSS) and the 94A keV transition (observed in the 

LEPS detector) is shown in figure 3. A lifetime of 12(1) ns is obtained, by 

fitting a single lifetime convoluted with a Gaussian prompt response 

function. 

The intensity carried by the 94.8 keV transition is evident from figure 

4(a) which shows a combined coincidence spectrum with selected gates in 

the iia/2 band. (Platinum X-rays are also dear in the spectra of figure 4.) 

The total conversion coefficient obtained from the intensity balance is 

consistent only with El multipolarity for the 94.8 keV transition while its 

angular distribution indicates a stretched AJ»1 transition. 

A regularly spaced rotational band with interconnected cascade 

(AJal) and crossover (AJ*2) transitions was observed and presumed to feed 

the ground state. A representative combined coincidence spectrum is 

shown in figure 4(b). The 81.2 keV transition may seem weak in this 

spectrum (and in figure 2) but its intensity is severely reduced by internal 

conversion (consistent with the assigned multipolarity) since the transition 

energy is just above the platinum Reconversion edge. (The 48,66 and 70 
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keV transitions in tha iwz band, being below tha edge, are lasa converted.) 
Th« third band assigned is a single sequence with a oomplaz decay 

below the 190.5 kaV transition. Several of tha transitions in Una band are 
contaminated by lines in 1 7 7 ir resultant; in some ambiguity. The 
coincidence data suggest that tha 158.7 keV transition feeds the 81.2 keV 
transition of the band baaed on the ground state, tha remaining intensity 
being carried by tha 214 and 240 keV lines. Each of the depopulating 
transitions is weak aa ia evident from the coincidence spectrum in figure 
4(c) which shows tha sum of several galea in the hand. Nevertheless these 
observations fit wall with tha only other information available on 1 T 7 Pt 
obtained from the study •> of tha a-decay of the 1/2" [521] ground state of 
1 8 1Hg. A more detailed synthesis is shown in figure 5. 

Hagberg et al« assigned a 3.2 us isomer (t^) at 148 keV to the 
1/2" [521] configuration, because of ita preferential population in the a-
decay, and they also observed 214 and 240 haV states which they assumed to 
be the 3/2" and 5/2" members of tha same band. The main decay they 
observed from the 240 keV state ws* a 160 lmV branch to an 81.8 keV state, 
the other branches 240 -aground and 92 keV (240 -*148) ware weak. Our 
results are in accord with those observations and aupport tha proposed level 
schema. In particular, an 81.2 keV stats, tha first member of the postulated 
ground state band waa obtained independently in our work. The only y-ray 
wa uhiamd in delayed coincidence with the 190.5,267.4... sequence ia a 
weak 147.7 keV Una. Ita low intensity ia consistent with weak population of 
tha state (only via tha 93 keV branch in our study) and tha unfavourable 
time range in our experiment. 
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Hagberg et al *> did not assign spins or configurations to tha ground 
or 81.2 kaV states although they did consider a 572" [512] assignment for the 
ground state. Taking our observations together with theirs leads to our 
assignment of 5/2" [512] for the ground state (see later for details on 
configuration mixing) with the 81.2 state as the 7/2" member of that band. 
The 94.8 keV isomar then has J*»7/2* compatible with an 113/2 band leading 
in turn, to an energy favouring of the o=+l/2 signature, J* * 9/2*, 13/2*... 
sequence, within that band. The 94.8 keV 7/2+[633]-> 5/2T[512] 
transition strength is in good agreement with strengths in other N«99 
nuclei as will be discussed in section 4.1.1. 

A 5/2i512] assignment to the ground state also explains the ground-
state alpha-decay of 1 7 7 P t It populates preferentially •> the ground and first 
excited states of 1 7 3 0 s which we have independently assigned n ) to the 5/2" 
[512] configuration (strongly mixed in this ceie with other orbitals dfi/2 <w 
hgre parentage). 

The intrinsic state systematics are discussed briefly in the following 
section. 

Spin assignments within each band are based, where possible, on 
measured angular distributions (taken with observed cascade and 
crossover connections); however, because of the complexity of the .spectrum 
these are limited. For the tow energy transitions, intensity balances 
provide limits on total conversion coefficients which agree with the present 
assignments (Ml multipolarity for the 45,66,70 keV lines and E2 for the 
114.5 line in the iiatt band, for example). 
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I rtiarnaiiiiii 

4.1 INTRINSIC STATES 
4.1.1 TRANSITION STRENGTHS 

From the measured lifetime, the transition strength for the 94.8 keV 
El transition amnorting the 7/2* [633] (mixed iia/*) and 5/2" [512] bandheads 
is 2.1(2) x lfr* W.u. (Weishopff unitsX Equivalent transitions in the N*99 
isotones 1 7 5 0 s and 1 7 3W have strengths W» of 1 .3(3) x 10"* W.u and 1.6(5) x 
10"5 W.u respectively, supporting the present assignment. 

Similar strengths are obtained in the lower-Z, N-99 isotones as 
discc4sed in ref **> where hindrance factors (the inverse of the transition 
strength in W.u.) are collected. As noted there, die transition strength is 
sensitive to the position of the Fermi surface with respect to the 7/2* [633] 
and 5/2T [512] orbitala through the pairing coefficient (U|Uf- VjVfP which 
involves the occupation probabilities Ui/and Vj/of the initial and final 
si. ties. Abnormally large hindrances are found at N*101 where this 
coefficient tends to zero. 

The implication of the "normal" strength observed for this transition 
in 1 7 7 Ft is that the relationship between the intriiisfe states ia smnlar to that 
in the ether N-99 nudei. The OjrioKs mixing m tl»e 7/2^ [633] bai^ must be 
comparable since it affects the transition strength through the K-iniang 
and K-fbrbiddonnon. The pairing coefficients which depend on the relative 
Fermi level must also be comparable and these depend through the level 
densities, on the deformation of each orbital. From these considerations we 
can infer "normal" behaviour for 1 7 7Pt, that is, behaviour similar to lower-
Z N»99 nuclei. 

Thelifetiineof3.2(4)usforthel4«keV»UtegivenbyHagbtrgttal«> 
leads to a 1/2" [521]-* 672~ [512] transition strength of 3.0(4)x 10"* W.u. This 
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transition is not known in most undoi in this region btcauss- the level 
ord«rinfsai«usu«nysuchthattht3^and5/2"Di«J)Mtofth«iy2"[521] 
U« Wow the 5/2~[512] state hence it decays preserentiatty to them, nthcr 
than to the 1/2T state. I n m O s a 5/2~[512]-» 1/2~[5&1] transition is assigned 
tentatively 1 4 ) with an intensity oorrespondinf to a strength of £ &2 x 10"1 

W.u. 

4.1.2 ENERGY SYSTEMATICS 

The 1-quasipertick energies for the N«99 isotones and Z«78 isotopes 
are shown in figure 6. The variation with iaotopk number is associated 
mainly with the change in neutron Fermi level. The nucleus 17*Pt has not 
been studied hvhaam, its ground state aaaignment •> coming from the o> 
decayof U 3 Hg. m the isotonic sequence the iia/j coimguration (with a 7/2+ 
band bead) is the ground state in Yb and Hf wbUe the 5/2" [512] 
configuration is the ground state in W,Oa and Pt This is in qualitative 
agreement with the deformation predicted *M*> toe the neighbouring even-
even isotopes in which the qnadntpole deformation £2 varies from - 0.23 in 
Yb to - 0.20 in Pt. Decreasing deformation from Yb to Pt also explains the 
trend of the 1/2" [521] orbital which has the same slope with deformation as 
the low-Qiia/a orbitals in the Nilsson diagram. 

The separation brtween the negative parity aiid poeiq^ parity 
orbitals is sensitive to the potential parameters (icand u) in the Nilsson 
iuodeL The observed ordering of 1-qnasiparticte stetes supports the choice 
of BengtMon and Ragnarsson 17>who use uaQ.39, 0.43 and 0.34 for the N-4,5 
and 6 shells respectively. The effect of the small value for N«6 (compared to 
u(N-6) • 0.40 as discussed in ref W) is to displace the positive parity states 
upwards with respect to the negative parity states, the 672" [512] orbital in 
particular. Without this displacement, the calculated i 13/2 states fell 
considerably lower than observed experimentally. The band-head energies 
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calculated from tha particle-rotor (band mixing) calculation dtacribad in 

tha ntxt section using tha NOsaon anargiaa fir a derotmation £2 *0.20, the 

potential parameters diimittd above and tha Fermi level at tha 

corresponding calculated (BCS) position, are also shown in figure 6. Given 

tha uncertainties, and tha possibility of different defamations in each band, 

especially tha 1/ST $21] orbital which has a steep gradient with 

deformation, these are in reasonable agreement with experiment 

42 BAND PROPERTIES 

4.2.1 PARTICLE-ROTOR CALCULATIONS 

Band-mixing ralculationa wart carried oat aeing the usual 

formalism for the partide-symmetrk rotor modal with Coriolia coupling 

(ate for trample ref W), modiflad to include a variable inoment-of-inertia 

(VMI) for tha unperturbed bands. Tha intrinsic state cnergws ware taken 

from tha Nusaon modal with tha sheD-dependent potential parameters of 

Bengtsaon and Ragnarsaon 17> and a deformation £2 * 0.20, dose to the 

predicted deformation of 1 7 8 P t (Tha amae parameters wart used initially 

in try* cranked shell IIHMM calculationa daacribad balow.) 

Tha parameters in such a relocation, tha pairing energy OQ, tha 

unpertarbed momonts-of-inortia (# 0 and C in tha VMI formulation M ) and 

tha iwmalitalfnn (redaction) factor ueuaDy leqiuied for tha CorioUa 

tntatuctien T W T J uaually be determined indepandantly ainca they lead to 

compenaatory effects, especially in tha caaa of tha strongly-mized 113/2 

bands. Tha primary aim in tha preeent caaa waa to arsmina tha behaviour 

of tha bands particularly at low spina, using, where necessary, coarse 

variations of the parameters. Tha pairing energy waa taken as 80% of that 

derived from tha second mast differences, wmle the Fermi level waa placed 

initially at tha BCS value. 
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Tha nagttiva parity states were treated in a ringlt matrix including 
tha 1/ST [521] orbital and una othar orbicals, fear from tha ftn configuration 
and five from tha hyz confifuration. Good reproduction of the 572" [512] 
band is obtainad with stlactad momant-of-incrtia parameters (saa figure 
caption) and the Fermi level at 6.63 ft o^aa shown in figure 7. This Fermi 
level comparts with tha BCS value of 6.62 ft «v Good acraamant is also 
obtainad with tha BCS value although tha compression of tha first transition 
in tha band, dna mainly to muring batwaan tha 5/21512] band and the 7/2" 
[514] band (wmchdoaa not have a I* « 572" inamoar) is aught!? 
underestimated. Tha only diaagraamant is that tha signature splitting 
(oarillation in Ei - En) is ahghny OMiaalimalsd A similar laval of 
agraamantia obtainad for tha 1/2" [521] band, aa shown in tha aKgmnant 
plot of figurs 8, butonlybyuaittgalargaram^arturbadniooMntofinart^ 

Tha situation with ma iu/j hand (cakulatad with a matrix composed 
of tha seven ii3/i orbitaJs) is lata aatiaftrtnry, aa shown in figures 7 and 8. It 
waa necessary to raduca tha Coriohs interaction to about 60% of tha full 
value aa waa found **> in 17*W, for example, and it was not possible to 
reproduce in detail tha growth of neriHationa with spin. This seems to be 
ganaraHy tha caaa aa similar problems oeeut*>^1^m tha fight W and Oa 
isotopea. Tha calcnlationa nanally predict incraaaad signature splitting as 
a function of spin, whereas, in experiment tha aptttting raachas a fairly 
conatant value at relatively low spin. 

Two furthar eommanta are appropriate. Firstly, tha reproduction of 
tha 1/2" [521] and 572" [612] bands is obtained without bajid<rosaings (or 
alignments) from 3-qussipsrtida bands which are expected (Section 4.2.2) 
in this spin region. Apparently, it is not poeeible in tha present caaa to 
distinguish batwaan an alignment with a strong interact m and a band 
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Kith a changing oioeotnt-of-intrtia as unphcd by tbt small C {parameter 
used. 

Secondly, the unperturbed moments of inertia used to daacribt tht 
SOT [512] and 1/2" [521] band*. fe-0.0225 haV-* and 0.0335 k»V"i 
respectively, imply a 20% larftr - jre deforaiation for tbel/2~[521] 
ceoftgaration. (Tb«Tabiarbrtb«iiaabiJMii«iiot«<DdtlaiiB>xitd.) The 
absolute 'tt̂ in ffit**<'^T implied can bt estimated froai the approximate 
relationship *U*> Q'ki^wbenlosisthoa^rafoofVMlTafawsloand 
fc. 1T»or«ulttf.£«(5y2-[512D-0^1and£t(iyr[521]-0J5. The former 
•aloe is m good aansment wttn tno praoxAou emv/metions of Aagnanson 
et al»» for tho ociebbourinc oodai which a n Ef ("*Pt) » 0.193 and £f("*Pt 
«0.210X Tn«tvaIuoimtbotT«nnocl«ialsoagr«(wrtbin8»)withtba 

than those at which ahapo co-erotenro effocts art observed A larger 
deformation for ths VT [521] band coicurs with tbs eerier suggestion of 
Hagbtrg at al • which was, however, bassd on a mors superficial 
comparison betwemi energy apaemgm the 1/ST [521] band at low spin and 
tbe^^O^tnsriymthosrtnntia^iboarm. Because ofits slops, tht VT 
IOZ1I d n n l l SBCBB DO OSBHEKSfl IB M M fMflBnMnBD. O H V I D K DTODOrDOS. DUX 

sohVnnsiif.ittcsladstiomferpsrticub^ 
tiot been reported. Mailer sitd Nix ">& predict a moch larger g n ^ ^ 
deforaiation for the ground state of * ^ o ^ 
they do not identify tht orbital 

42J2 ALIGNED ANGULAR MOMENTA AND CSM CALCULATIONS 
Plots of tht not aliened angtuV momenta, deduced from tht 

transition energies using the ususl proscription***), are shown in figure 9. 
Ths reference parameters wars chosen to give approximately constant 
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alignment for the ii3/2 band. The same reference parameters are used for 

the yrast bands 1 « 2 3 ) of I76,l78,l80pt shown in the lower part of figure 9. 

The negative alignment apparent at low frequency in 1 7 6 P t 

corresponds to the region before the proposed crossing to the more-

deformed shape. (The residual slope observed for the three isotopes reflects 

the expected differences in the reference configuration.) At higher 

frequency, ft co - 0.31 MeV, 1 8 0 Pt shows the alignment attributed ^ to an 

ii3/2 neutron pair, 1 7 8 Pt behaves, as far as the present data extend, in a 

similar fashion, while in 1 7 6 P t a more gradual rise is observed near ft co » 

0.30 MeV. 

The kinematic and dynamic24* moments-of-inertia 4 ( 1 ) and d<2> for 

177pt are shown in figure 10. In the iia/2 band the moments follow 

approximately the behaviour expected for a fixed configuration of 

approximately constant alignment, 9*U) •*• J&) + - with some deviation 

possibly due to decreased pairing or increased deformation at ft co £ 0.25 

MeV, resulting in d<2> * dd). In the 672" bands the sharp rise in (H2> near 

ft co » 0.32 MeV arises from the interaction between the 37/2" and 41/2" 

states of the 1/2" and 5/2" bands which fall close in energy. Because of the 

signature splitting in the 1/2" band, only the <xm(+V2) signature of the 5/2" 

band is perturbed. That perturbation aside, both bands show a smooth and 

largs) increase in d(2> which is greater than 0U) over the full frequency 

rang* observed. If the difference iv these moments, or equivalently the 

increase in net alignment of about 7ft (or greater if a different reference is 

used)observed in figure 9, is due to alignment of iia/2 neutrons a very 

strong interaction is implied to obtain the smooth behaviour observed (see 

for example ref » W 28,27)). 
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Although, under these conditions, it is difficult to define a crossing 

frequency, if we interpret the alignment gain as an alignment of ii3/2 

neutrons near ft © - 0.23 MeV as shown in the Routhians of figure 11, we 

can compare the crossing frequencies with those expected from the cranked 

shell model (CSM) as in figure 12. With the calculated equilibrium 

deformations for the even-even isotopes, interpolated for the odd-A cases, 

and the neutron pairing deduced from the odd-even mass differences, but 

reduced by 15% for each quasiparticle, a nearly constant crossing frequency 

near f>a>~ » 0.2 MeV is expected, as shown in figure 12 (point) labelled 

"nominal parameters"). However, an underestimate may be a general 

feature of the CSM calculations 2WW. g j j ^ ft Q^y n o t h* appropriate to 

expect quantitatively accurate predictions from the CSM we have taken the 

approach of first adjusting some parameters to obtain agreement for the 

even isotopes. Agreement can be obtained, for example, by increasing the 

deformation by 15% and using the full pairing. To then reproduce the AB+ 

crossing in the 7/2" [514] band of 1 8 1 Pt , the only well defined crossing in the 

odd isotopes &\ a reduction of - 30% in pairing is required. Applying the 

same prescription to 1 T 7 Pt and 1 7*Pt gives the results shown in figure 12 

(labelled "adjusted parameters''), with an AB crossing frequency of - 0.2 

MeV, consistent with experiment. More importantly, the predicted 

interactions, shown in the upper part of figure 12 for hojfr the ABandBC 

crossings are large, in qualitative agreement with experiment. These 

results should be taken only as a guide since a very large interaction 

implies a need for a self-consistent approach to the pairing and 

deformation. Since the CSM calculations probably underestimato the 

interaction strength30) it is conceivable that a smooth alignment gain could 

be reproduced by a more sophisticated theory. 

• Following convention the alphabetical labels A,B,C,D refer to the quasi nratron 
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Although the reference used in the preceding discussion was chosen 

to produce an approximately constant alignment in the ii3/2 band, such a 

choice might be masking alignments in the U3/2 band itself. With a 

different choice (specifically with a small di value) the inflection apparent 

in the alignment curve for the a s +1/2 signature shown in figure 9 can be 

made to resemble a small alignment gain. If this effect near 1Sco - 0.25 MeV 

were the BC crossing it would be occurring at a remarkably low frequency, 

as low i s the AB crossing in the negative parity band. In terms of the CSM 

<ould require a different deformation and/or a much reduced pairing in 

the ii3/2 band. Although the data here are not sufficient to warrant further 

speculation clearer evidence for both a low frequency BC crossing and a 

nearly degenerate AD crossing has been obtained9) for the isotone 1 7 5 0 s . 

Bengtsson3 1) has recently addressed the same problem and discussed the 

evidence for deformation differences and the limitation of the CSM in the 

absence of self-consistency. 

4.2.3 IN-BAND DECAY PROPERTIES 

The observed crossover (Al=2Vcascade (Al»l) branching ratios, X, 

can be used to examine the configurations and the suggested alignment 

effects. The branching ratios are summarised in table 3. For pure K the 

cascade mixing ratios and gyromagnetic ratios are related by the rotational 

formula* 

1 1 fitflr* I-2)>|5 flK2d 1-2Kg 
52*Jt^E7tt-»I-l)J <IK20l 1-1 K>2 

0 . 9 3 E T ( I - » I - 1 ) On 
and n - n - > ^ i r — f 

configurations with parity and signature (ir,a)n * (+.l/2)i, (+, - l/2)i, (+,1/2)2 and (•,-
1/2)2 
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Mixing ratios were also obtained from the measured angular distributions 

for the 138.7 and 217.4 keV transitions of the 5/2" [512] band which gave 

6(138.7) = -0.35 !j£J and 5(217.4) =* -0.25 !££ thus defining the sign of 8 in 

the formula above. The gR- gR values deduced for the 5/2" [512] band are 

shown in figure 13. The observed values lie close to those expected for a 

pure 5/2" [512] configuration which has gK s -0.34. Then for gR » + 0.3 gR-

gR s -0.64. The pure 5/2" [523] configuration has gR * +0.35, therefore gR-

gR= +0.05. The values obtained from the wave functions of the band-

mixing calculation (Section 4.2.1) are in excellent agreement at low spin, 

but deviate at higher spin. 

To examine the effect of particle alignment we compare B(M1)/B(E2) 

values extracted from the branching ratios using the formula 

B(Ml;I-» 1-1) 0 0 6 9 3 1 6 x [E,(I-> I-2)]S 
B(E2;I-+I-2) s 0 - 0 K W 5 [E-yd-* I_i)]3 Xd+$2) 

with theoretical values obtained using the approximate formalism of Ddnau 
3 2> which is convenient for treating cases with mixtures of Fermi-aligned 

and rotation-aligned quasiparticles. Labelling these components with the 

subscripts a and b and assuming a rotational model value for the B(E2) we 

obtain the ratio 

B(Ml;I-» 1-1) 12 f IP I - 2 

B(E2;I-*I-2) "sQo^siOO^+Y) I d-l/2)2j 

xK? MV^f)-(gb-gR)f 
/ 

The theoretical values in figure 14 correspond to Qo • 7.0 eb, gfar gR * -0-48 

for the iia/2 neutrons, g«- gR • -0.64 (the is iperturbed 5/2" [512] value) with 
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i a s lfL and ib, the remaining alignment, deduced from figure 9. A 

calculation without alignment of the ii3/2 neutrons is also shown. Since the 

gK- gR terms in the above formula are of similar magnitude and the same 

sign, alignment of the ii3/2 neutrons results in a reduction predicted for 

B(MiyB(E2). 

Although the trend of the experimental data is towards a constant 

rather than a reducing value, the difference is not sufficiently large to 

distinguish between the alignment/no alignment cases so that it is not 

possible to draw a conclusion. The analysis would not be reliable for small 

differences given the approximate nature of the formulation and the 

difficulties that arise in cases, such as the present, where the interaction 

between the bands is very large M ) . A related problem is in the assumption 

of a constant gR value in a case where Coriolis anti-pairing (CAP) is large 

(and related to the strong interaction). The effect of CAP is to increase the 

neutron contribution to the moment of inertia and therefore reduce gR since 

gR * 0p/(4p+0n)> If this were the only effect it would make the discrepancy 

larger. 

4.3 SHAPE CO-EXISTENCE 

Except for the (relatively) minor difference in deformation between 

the 1/9T[521] and 5/2" [512] bands, the conclusion of the preceding sections 

is that the spectroscopy of 1 7 7 P t is that expected for a deformed rotor similar 

to other N*99 nuclei. The question we wish to address here is whether this 

result is compatible with the proposed shape co-existence in 1 7 6 Pt and its 

relationship to the mercury cases. 

Figure 15 shows the suggested energy difference between the oblate 

and prolate minima in the even-even Pt and Hg isotopes deduced from 

experimental excited 0+ state onergies where available and various band-

mixing analyses as described in ref » and ref7). In the Hg cases, the oblate 
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minimum is lowest (at spin zero) in all cases while in the Pt cases the 

opposite situation apparently holds until 1 7 8 Pt where they are nearly 

degenerate and 1 7 6 Pt where the oblate minimum is suggested to be lower D. 

In the odd Hg isotopes measurements of charge radii and magnetic 

moments show that the ground state in I81,l83,i85jjg j s fae well-deformed, 

prolate, 1/2" [521] configuration 3 ) while the low-lying 13/2-*- isomer in 1 8 5 Hg 

is associated with the oblate minimum5). Hence the prolate-oblate 

difference is - -100 keV compared to - +450 in the even neighbours. Recent 

results 3 3 ) on the high-spin spectroscopy of 1 8 5 Hg have revealed strongly 

coupled bands associated with the prolate minimum and a decoupled 

structure based on the 13/2* state. In 1 8 7 Hg both low-lying states, with 

J*=3/2- and 13/2+ are near-spherical (pa/2 and iia/2)3,5) while strongly 

coupled states associated with the 9/2+C624] band from the iia/2 prolate-

deformed minimum axa observed at higher excitation energy 34), implying 

a prolate-oblate difference of - 250 keV, as shown in figure 15. The hint 

from these results is that until the prolate-oblate difference rises to ~ 400 

keV in the even-even nuclei, the oblate structures do not compete at low 

spin in the neighbouring odd-N nuclei. This interpretation is consistent 

with our observations in 1 7 7 Pt. If the prolate-oblate difference continues to 

rise in 1 7 4 P t we could anticipate the co-existence of oblate and prolate 

structsrss at low spin in 1 7 5 Pt. 
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5. Conclusions 

Analysis of the properties of intrinsic states and the associated 

rotational bands, identified in 1 7 7 Pt, leads to the conclusion that 1 7 7 Pt 

behaves like a deformed rotor. On the basis of the unperturbed moment-of-

inertia, required in a Coriolis-coupled, band-mixing calculation, the 

1/2~[521] orbital may have a deformation 20% larger than that of the 

5/21512] band. 

The rotation alignment observed in the negative parity bands can be 

interpreted, qualitatively, as the result of a low-frequency AB alignment, 

but one with a large interaction, common to N=98 and N=99 nuclei. A 

distinction cannot be drawn between such an alignment with a large 

interaction and a smoothly varying moment-of-inertia, from the in-band 

decay properties. The definition of the alignment gain in the negative 

parity bands would benefit from an extension of the bands to higher spin. 

To test the possibility of a low-frequency BC crossing in the iia/2 band, more 

information on the related BC crossings in the neighbouring even-even 

isotopes is also required. 

In terms of the shape co-existence proposed in the neighbour 1 7 6 Pt a 

comparison with the related mercury isotopes suggests that although 1 7 7 Pt 

is apparently not affected, the lighter odd isotope, 1 7 5 P t could show the 

effect* of such shape co-existence. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Level scheme of 1 7 7 P t Levels are labelled with 2J* where J is 

the spin. See figure 5 for details of the low energy section of the 

scheme. 

Figure 2 Coincidence spectra observed in the LEPS detector with gates 

on selected transitions in the 5/2T [512] and 7/2+ [633] (mixed 

U3/2 ) bands. (Sm X-rays appear from random coincidences.) 

Figure 3 Time curve for the 95 keV transition, gated on the main 

transitions in the 7/2+ [633] (mixed 113/2 band). The smooth 

curve is the fit. 

Figure 4 Selected coincidence y-ray spectra. 

Figure 5 Detail of the decay of the 1/2" [521] band incorporating the 
ct-decay results of Hagberg et al 8> 

Figure 6 Quasi-particle state systematics for N»99 isotones and Z=78 (Pt) 

isotopes. Data from present work and reft 35,13,12,9,23,36,37. 

Figure 7 Moment-of-inertia parameter, (Ei - Ei -iV2I for the 5/2" [512] 

and 7/2* [633] bands. See figure 8 for parameters. 

Figure 8 Aligned angular momenta vs rotational frequency for bands in 
1 7 7 P t compared with ptirtacle-rotor, band-mixing calculations. 

The unperturbed VMI moments of inertia used are 

(i) 5/2T [512]; d0 « 0.0225 keV-l, C * 1.35 x 10* keV3 

(ii) 1/2T[521]; d0 - 0.0335keV-1, C . 1.44 x 10«keV3 

(iii) 7/2+ [633]; iJ0 • 0.0290 keV-1, C • 3.5 x 10» keV3 
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The Coriolis interactions were normalised by the factor 

R * 0.85 and R = 0.6 for the 5/2T [512] and 7/2+ [6331 bands 

respectively. 

Figure 9 Net aligned angular momenta in 1 7 7 Pt and the yrast bands of 

I76,i78,l80pt. The same reference has been used for all bands 

<J0 = 29 MeV-in 2 $i = 139 MeV-3 M. In the upper panel the 

os+1/2 signature of the iia/2 band is connected by solid lines, 

the ct9-l/2 signature by dashed lines. 

Figure 10 Kinematic and dynamic moments-of-inertia. Solid lines 
connect the ots+1/2 signatures, dashed lines the a=-l/2 

signatures. 

Figure 11 Routhians for bands in 1 7 7 P t (See figure 9 for reference 

parameters.) The ots+1/2 signature oftheiia/2 band is 

connected by solid lines, the a»-l/2 signature by dashed lines. 

Figure 12 Experimental and theoretical (CSM) crossing frequencies and 

interactions for the Pt isotopes. See text for discussion of the 

parameters used. 

Figure 13 gR- gR values deduced from branching ratios in 1 7 7 Pt. 

Figure 14 B(M1VB(E2) ratios deduced from y-ray branching ratios. The 

solid line represents calculated values with alignment of i 13/2 

neutrons, the dashed line without. 
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Figure 15. Estimated energy differences between shape co-existing states 

in Pt and Hg nuclei. The energy difference "prolate-oblate" = 

Eo+ (prolate) - Eo+ (cblate) in the even-even cases. In the odd 

nuclei the equivalent energy difference is deduced from the 

excitation energies of the two neutron 113/2 bands observed in 

each case (see text for references). 
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Table 1 
Summary of Experimental Conditions 

Type of Experiment 
Detectors «> 

Target 
ThicknesB 
(mgcnr2) 

Reaction Beam Energy 
(MeV) 

y-y coincidences 
CSS-CSS-LEPS 
135°, -135°, 45° 

y-ray angular distribution M 
4Ge(0o,33°,57o,90°) 

2.8 

3.2 

l«Sm(32S,4n) 

i«Sm(32S,4n) 

163 

163 

a) CSS - Compton suppressed spectrometer (BGO shield surrounding a 
hyperpure Ge detector): LEPS - small volume planar Ge detector 

b) in coincidence with a multiplicity filter 



Table 2 
Transitions Assigned to 1 T 7 Pt 

1 Transition 

Energy Intensity Bandb) 2 * 2J f A2/A0 A4/A0 

45.7 -13b "7/2+ [633]" 9 7 
55.2 2(X7)b "7/2+ [633]" 13 11 
69.9 42(2)b "7/2+ [633]" 11 9 
81.2 1512P 5/2" [512] 7 5 
90.9 9(l)b "7/2+ [633]" 17 15 
94.8 259(6) i i j /2to5/2" 7 5 -0.20(5) -0.05(7) 

114.9 nap "•.*'2- [633]" 11 7 
116.1 lOOP 5/2" [512] 9 7 
124.1}* 17(2P "7/2+ [633]" 21 19 
124.1} 24(7)b "7/2+ [633]" 13 9 
138.7 65(3) 5/2" [512] 11 9 •0.58(8) 0.01(9) 

(147.7) 1/2" to 5/2" 1 5 
148.4* 11(ZP "7/2+ [633]" 25 23 (0.15(4) 0.14(6)) 
155.6* 45(3) 5/2" [512] 13 U -0.34(10) 0.30(141 
158.7 l/2"to5/2" 
167.4* 6(2)b "7/2+ [633]" 29 27 -0.18(25) 
175.0* 2#4)b 5/2" [512] 15 13 -0.06(20) 
176.2 9(X10)b "7/2+ [633]" 15 13 -0.54(11) 
188.7 43(5) 5/2" [512] 17 15 -0.46(15) 
190.5* 169(7) 1/2" [521] 9 5 0.02(7) 0.03(9) 
197.4 40(8)b 5/2" [512] 9 5 
204.7 28(2) 5/2" [512] 19 17 -0.30(11) 
214 1/2" to 5/2" 3 5 
217.4 30(3) 5/2" [512] 21 19 -0.53(13) 
231.1 100(5) "7/2+ [633]" 15 11 
231.2 23(3) 5/2" [512] 23 21 0.19(8) 0.00(9) 
240.0 1/2" to 5/2" 5 5 
241.0 21(2* 5/2" [512] 25 23 0.05(7) 0.06(8) 
246.0* - i SO©* "7/2+ [633]" 19 17 -0.70(8) -0.07(9) 
255 ? 
255.1) 102(10) 

5/2" [512] 
5/2" [512] 

27 
11 % 

0.09(6) -0.04(7; 

260.2** 23(3)b 5/2" [512] 29 27 
267.3) 
267.4J 
278*.«* 

155(15) 
98(15) 

"7/2+ [633]" 
1/2" [521] 

17 
13 

13) 
9J 

0.18(3) -0.0(3) 267.3) 
267.4J 
278*.«* 20(4)b 5/2" [512] 31 29 
281 19(2) 5/2" [512] 33 31 
292 15(3) 5/2" [512] 35 33 
294.5 86(4) 5/2" [512] 13 9 0.27(8) -0.15(9) 
298.0 41(3)b "7/2+ [633]" 23 21 -0.37(11) 
300.0' 14(5)b 5/2" [512] 37 35 

...Continued 
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a) Singles proportion deduced from coincidence gate on the same gamma-ray 
(shared between bands or nuclei) 

b) Coincidence intensities from other means 
c) Contaminated by activity 
d) Line of similar energy assigned to 1 7 7 Ir 
e) Line of similar energy assigned to 1 7 7 0 s 
f) Line of similar energy assigned to 1 7 6 P t 
g) Line of similar energy assigned to Sm isotope (target Coulomb excitation) 
b) "7/2+ [633]" refers to the nominal configuration for the iia/2 band. 



Table3 
Experimental Branching Ratios in 1 7 7 Pt 

a) 5/2" [5121 Band 

Transition Energies 
(keV) 

Ii AI-1 AI-2 X»> 

92 
11/2 
13/2 
15/2 
17/2 
19/2 
21/2 
23/2 
25/2 
27/2 

116.1 
138.7 
155.6 
175.0 
188.7 
204.7 
217.4 
231.2 
241.0 
260.2 

197.4 
255.1 
2915 
330.3 
363.7 
393.6 
422.0 
448.6 
473.0 
517.5 

0.57(13) 
1.57(16) 
123(17) 
2.7(6) 
4.1(7) 
3.9(6) 
6.3(11) 
5.4(9) 
6.7(8) 
5.8(13) 

b) 7/2* [633] Band 

Transition Energies 
(keV) 

Ii AI-1 Al-2 X«> 

11/2 69.9 U4J5 0.26(8) 
13/2 55.2 124.1 1.03(25) 
15/2 176J2 23L1 1.02(9) 
17/2 90.9 267.3 15.9(33) 
19/2 246.0 337.0 2.1(3) 
21/2 124.1 370.2 13.4(57) 
2KB 298.0 421.6 3.3(4) 
25/* 148.4 446.2 16.3(34) 
27/2 348.1 496.1 5.8(12) 
29/2 167.4 514£ 32.6(66) 
31/2 396.0 563.0 4.1*9) 

a) X-TT(AU2VTT(AI-1) 
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